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Phase 2 Hip Exercises
Exercise is part of a successful surgery and getting back to normal, everyday living. Continue with any of
the previous exercises you feel are helpful.
Do these exercises on both legs so both legs are getting strong. Do all exercises slowly and with control.
Repeat each exercise at least 5 times, and gradually increase the repetitions and resistance, as long as it
doesn’t hurt too much. Do not force your new hip movement into an uncomfortable range.
Maintain proper leg alignment when doing the exercises (ankle in neutral, knee in line with second toe,
hips level, and trunk straight – do not twist or lean)

*3-4 sets/day, 5-15 repetitions each*
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Activity Guidelines Following Hip Replacement
First 3 months




Walking
Phase 1 exercises
Phase 2 exercises: start when your case manager or physiotherapist tells you to

After 3 months









Swimming and other pool exercises: Careful not to do any twisting motions such as a
whip kick
Low-impact fitness exercises that don’t involve jumping, twisting, quick starts or stops,
or other movements that put sudden force on your hip
Walking on a treadmill
Golfing
Cycling: the seat and handlebars must be set high enough so that you don’t have to
bend your hip more than 90°
Slow, gentle dancing (avoid pivoting or twisting)
Light hiking
Gardening with raised beds or long handled tools or devices so you don’t have to bend
your hip more than 90°

Activities NOT to do




Do not lift or push heavy objects (25lbs or 11kg)
Do not do any activities involving jumping, twisting, quick starts and stops, or other
movements that put sudden force on your hip
Do not do contact sports

*The above listed are guidelines only, please speak to your surgeon about any sports or other
activities you wish to do.

